Resolving ability and image discretization in the visual system.
Psychophysiological studies were performed to measure the spatial threshold for resolution of two "points" and the thresholds for discriminating their orientations depending on the distance between the two points. Data were compared with the scattering of the "point" by the eye's optics, the packing density of cones in the fovea, and the characteristics of the receptive fields of ganglion cells in the foveal area of the retina and neurons in the corresponding projection zones of the primary visual cortex. The effective zone was shown to have to contain a scattering function for several receptors, as this allowed preliminary blurring of the image by the eye's optics to decrease the subsequent (at the level of receptors) discretization noise created by a matrix of receptors. The concordance of these parameters supports the optical operation of the spatial elements of the neural network determining the resolving ability of the visual system at different levels of visual information processing. It is suggested that the special geometry of the receptive fields of neurons in the striate cortex, which are concordant with the statistics of natural scenes, results in a further increase in the signal:noise ratio.